
Holy Night Wall Hanging  
  
Materials  
12-inch round canvas  
1/8 x 17 ½-inch white quilling paper (approximately 70 strips)  
Holy Night Template, download at lifebeautifulmagazine.com  
Tracing paper  
Clear quick-drying paper glue   
  
Tools  
Scissors  
Slotted or needle quilling tool, or toothpick*  
Paper towels  
Pencil   
Quilling tweezers  
Small flat dish  
  
Instructions  
  
Download, print and transfer the template onto tracing paper with a fine, light pencil mark. Then turn the 
tracing paper over; trace the reverse design. Again flip the tracing paper over, position it on the round 
canvas and tape it in place along the canvas edges, and trace the design onto the canvas. 
Measure quilling paper to the length needed, one scroll at a time, using the template as a guide. To stagger 
the paper ends for flourishes, cut strips slightly longer than design calls for and trim before gluing onto 
the canvas. Work in sections until all strips have been applied to the canvas. Clean up extra glue around 
the edges with a toothpick.   
 
Make loose scrolls: Slide the paper strip into the slotted quilling tool, or wrap strip around the needle 
tool, using one-third to one-half the strip depending on the size of the scroll, then release for a loose scroll 
at one end of the strip. 
Glue scrolls onto canvas: Pour a small pool of glue onto a small flat dish. Have a damp paper towel 
handy to wipe excess glue from tools and hands. Use tweezers to hold papers and dip the bottoms into the 
glue; position papers onto the canvas according to the templated design. Or, use the small tip of the paper 
glue bottle to trace glue directly onto the design on the canvas. Press down gently and let glue dry for 20-
30 seconds. Trim excess paper with scissors, and glue ends to adjacent strip, where shown.   
  
*Slotted tool: The easiest tool to use. Slip quilling paper through the slot, then start rolling. The slotted 
tool may create a slight crimp in the paper at the center of a scroll. 
Needle tool: Dampen fingers and press the strip end so it wraps smoothly around the needle; continue 
rolling the strip around the needle to make the scroll. The needle quilling tool takes more practice, but the 
scroll will have a perfectly round center.  
Toothpick: Use the same method as the needle quilling tool.  
 
	


